
 

 

 
 

 

Entry Requirements 
Over 18 and hold a QCF L2 Award in Delivering Chair-based Exercise or Amac Certificate in 

Chair-based Exercise Instructing or Equivalent* Chair-based Exercise Instructor Certificate 

*A copy of your certificate will be requested to verify the training and modules covered. 

 

Course Overview 
This course is an extension of what you have learned on the chair-based exercise course. In 

this course you will learn new seated exercises, and we shall introduce you to some supported 

standing and free standing chair neuromotor exercises that can provide additional benefits. 

 

You will learn how we can adapt movements to change their focus and how they effect our 

bodies. You will learn how an exercise can be made harder so it can continue to offer benefit 

as the body adapts and grows stronger. Progressing an exercise is not simply adding a heavy 

weight or heavier resistance, exercises can also be made more complex to tax the neuromotor 

system (i.e. balance and proprioception). You will widen your repertoire of exercises and be 

able to revitalise your sessions by substituting or adding these to what you do. 

Course Content 
 Adapting and progressing chair-based exercises 

 Posture and positions 

 Plan and deliver session – seated mobility, flexibility, aerobic, muscular strength and 

endurance exercises  

 Plan and deliver session – standing neuromotor exercises 
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Recognised Qualification 
 Amac Certificate in Seated Fitness, Function and Balance Instructor 

 Skills for Care recognised and SkillsActive Approved 6 REPs Points (In order to gain REPs 

points for membership, you will need to have any level 2 fitness instructor qualification) 

 

Accreditations  

 
 

 

Format Options 
Online 
You can complete this Instructor qualification online through AllActive’s interactive e-learning 

resources which have been specifically designed and endorsed by SkillsActive and Skills for 

Care. You will find explanations, photographs and videos detailing how each component of 

your chair-based exercise session should be carried out; how each seated exercise should be 

performed and how to link all this knowledge together. Here are some screenshots from the 

online course.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Face-to-face 
You can choose to attend this course which requires one day attendance’s when you will be 

given a comprehensive training manual. If you are interested in making a group booking we 

can provide this qualification as an in-house course and create bespoke training to meet your 

needs.  

 

Assessment 
 An online quiz or attend workshop 

 Downloadable online certificate or posted following attendance of a face-to-face course 

Certification  
Amac Certificate in Seated Fitness, Function and Balance Instructor 

 

What next? 
 L2 Walk Leading 
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6 -10 hrs 


